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Our lodge is located on the banks of the Tomo	 River, within a
natural reserve protected for over 6 years. In this paradise, there
are numerous private lagoons, the perfect habitat for peacock bass.
The	Tomo	River	is renowned as one of the best rivers in Colombia
for peacock bass fishing. 

We strive to maintain low fishing pressure to ensure that our
clients maximize their chances of an exceptional	catch.



Our	Lodge

Located on the banks of the Tomo River, our camp provides six
cabins catering to a maximum	 of	 12	 anglers. Beyond the
accommodation, our facilities include a dining area, a river-view
deck, a kiosk with hammocks, bathrooms, a fully equipped kitchen
and a pier. 

What sets us apart is our dedicated	 team of trained personnel,
ready to cater to the unique needs of each angler, ensuring a
tailored and unforgettable	experience.



Our	Waters

In our extensive 2000-hectare reserve, we have 12	 exclusive
lagoons, the perfect habitat for large peacock	 bass. From our
camp's pier, we can also access the Tomo River, where these bass
can also be found in its calmer and shallower parts. 

Anglers will also have the chance to catch other species such as
catfish,	 payara,	 dogfish	 and	 piranhas, adding variety and
excitement to the fishing experience in our lodge.



Our travel package ensures a worry-free experience. It includes
airplane tickets	 from	 Bogota	 to	 La	 Primavera and back,
transportation to the lodge, accommodation, six	 full	 days	 of
fishing, hydration, meals and snacks and medical insurance.

Everything	 an	 angler	 needs	 to make the most of their fishing
adventure.

Fishing	Package	



Not	included

Within the travel costs, international airfare, tips, alcoholic 
beverages, fishing	 equipment and hotel	 accommodation in 
Bogota are not included. These aspects are considered additional 
expenses and are not covered in the basic travel package. 

Ellis Ward Guide Service will work with anglers and clients to 
ensure that all fishing gear and required back up gear is included in 
the trip. Additional costs and tip estimates can be provided before 
booking.



Fishing	Gear

For spinning and casting, anglers should bring medium-heavy or
heavy rods, 5.6 to 6 feet long, capable of handling 15 to 30-pound
lines. Reels should have a 15 to 20-pound drag system. Fly fishing
anglers should opt for #7 or #8 rods with floating and sinking lines. 

Additionally, lures of 4.7 to 7.1 inches, 3/4 ounce spinnerbaits, 3.9
to 5.9 inches top water lures and bucktail jiggs are recommended.
Fly anglers should consider large streamers, poppers and mouse
flies. This location is ideal for top water fishing, offering thrilling
strikes.



Available	Weeks

Our fishing season runs from January to March, and these are our
available weeks:

18th to the 25th of February
25th of feb. to the 4th of March
4th to the 11th of March
11th to the 18th of March
18th to the 25th of March
25th of March to the 1st of April

7th to the 14th of January
14th to the 21th of January
21th to the 28th of January
28th of Jan. to the 4th of February
4th to the 11th of February
11th to the 18th of February




